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RQplus outsourcing is a new innovative way of building a Requirements Management Capability in organisations 
that enables them to focus on their core competences.
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RQplus outsourcing
RQplus outsourcing is a new innovative way of 
building a Requirements Management Capability 
in organisations that enables your organisation to 
focus on your core competences. Instead of having 
to develop processes, methods, and information 
models themselves, you can now make use of best 
practice gathered from other leading organisations 
in different sectors. You can also take advantage 
of the advanced requirements analysis, modelling, 
traceability and specification support dedicated  
Requirements Management tools can provide,  
without having to do heavy investments in and  
learning how to use them.

Your challenge
You realise that Requirements Management is a key 
Capability required to be successful in acquiring or 
developing complex systems. 

You want to draw from the experiences others have 
made rather than inventing the wheel yourself. 

You want a cost-effective solution to developing the 
Requirements Management function. 
 
You would like to benefit from the advanced featu-
res of a high-end Requirements Management tool 
but avoid the overhead costs that comes with such 
tools.

Deliverables
Based on a Service Level Agreement, Syntell deli-
vers the agreed Requirements Management support 
to the organisation. Initially, Syntell works together 
with the client to define the processes and methods 
to be used. The interfaces to other processes are 

defined and also the basic information model, thus 
setting up the structure for handling information 
security issues.

Once the basic set-up is done Syntell supports the 
individual projects in adapting the capability to the 
projects’ needs. This includes setting up the informa-
tion model for the project, defining the requirement 
attributes, adapting the project organisation to the 
conditions of the project.

Syntell also manages the Requirements Manage-
ment tool (IBM DOORS), while the engineers will 
work in the familiar Microsoft Office environment. 
Syntell maintains the database, guarantees the 
integrity of the information (including back-up of the 
database), and serves the users with a structured 
import/export of requirements to/from the RM tool.

Why Syntell?
Syntell is a Sweden based consulting and educa-
tion company focusing on lifecycle management of 
complex systems. Core competences are Systems 
Engineering, Support System Engineering, Require-
ments Management and Configuration Management. 
Syntell has extensive experience in supporting and 
training supplier as well as procurement organisa-
tions.

RQplus outsourcing

You would like to benefit from the advanced features of a high-end Requirements 
Management tool but avoid the overhead costs that comes with such tools.
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